Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The demand for the downscaling of devices grows rapidly with the continuous progress of nanotechnology in recent years. The miniaturized structures with feature sizes below the diffraction limit can be applied in various fields like plasmonics \[[@CR1]\], micro- and nanooptics \[[@CR2]\], nanophotonics \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\], and biomedicine \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. Moreover, structures with sub-wavelength dimensions are also able to facilitate the characterization performance at micro- and nanoscale \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\]. For example, tips \[[@CR9]\] and nanoanttennas \[[@CR10]\] can be used to improve the characterization performance of high-resolution structures by enhancing the light confinement in the near-field, and gratings \[[@CR11]\] are able to transform optical information from the near field to the far field.

As to the realization of high-resolution structures, two-photon polymerization (2PP) is popularly utilized due to its capabilities of achieving high resolution and 3D fabrication \[[@CR12]\]. Two-photon polymerization is a manufacturing method based on two-photon absorption (2PA), which is a nonlinear process that theoretically enables the achievement of resolution below the diffraction limit. Various 2PP-based methods, such as adding photoinitiator with a high initiation efficiency \[[@CR13]\], shaping the spatial phase of deactivation beam \[[@CR14]\], using sub-10 fs \[[@CR15]\] and 520-nm femtosecond laser pulses \[[@CR16]\], combining with hybrid optics \[[@CR17]\] and a developed sub-diffraction optical beam lithography \[[@CR18]\], have been applied to realize feature sizes at sub-100 nm scale. However, these sizes are mostly achieved on suspended lines or a single line. It still remains challenging to experimentally realize feature sizes and gap sizes beyond the diffraction limit in periodic structures due to the radical diffusion exchanging effect in the gap region when center-to-center distance between adjacent features gets very close \[[@CR19]\]. Nevertheless, a few strategies were demonstrated for the purpose of achieving periodic structures with a nanoscale gap distance. Photonic crystals with a periodic distance of 400 nm were realized by adding a quencher molecule into the photoresist \[[@CR20]\]. With this approach, the gap size between adjacent lines of the photonic crystals is around 300 nm. Moreover, grating lines with a periodic distance of 175 nm and a gap size of 75 nm were achieved by a STED lithography technique \[[@CR19]\]. Recently, it was presented that a straight forward thermal post-treatment process of samples by calcination is able to realize feature sizes down to approximately 85 nm \[[@CR21]\]. The above approaches have afforded for the realization of periodic structures with gap sizes below the diffraction limit. However, they are quite special with higher cost, more complicated operations and procedures comparing to 2PP.

In this paper, an experimental investigation on the realization of a periodic device (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) with both feature sizes and gap sizes below the diffraction limit using 2PP is carried out. The high-resolution periodic structure, composed of grating lines with pillars periodically located between them, was proposed for the enhancement of characterization resolution of interferometric Fourier transform scatterometry (IFTS) \[[@CR22], [@CR23]\], which is a method for the characterization of micro- and nanostructures. It is known that the spatial resolution of structures is mainly determined by the photosensitive materials, optical system, and processing parameters \[[@CR15]\]. Specifically, researchers have reported that the orientation of laser beam polarization can affect the structure dimensions \[[@CR24]\]. When a laser is linearly polarized parallel to its scanning direction, a minimum feature dimension can be realized. Therefore, the laser employed in the experiments is equipped with a linear polarization parallel to the laser scanning direction for the purpose of obtaining smaller feature sizes. Based on this configuration, the effect of laser intensity on the feature sizes is investigated first. Then, the influence of different photosensitive materials on the structure formation is compared. When laser directly writes structures on a glass substrate, only part of the voxel polymerizes the photoresist because the other part of the voxel is inside glass substrate. Benefiting from the elliptical geometry of voxel, an idea of reducing the feature size and gap size by controlling laser focus position with respect to the glass substrate is specially presented. The feature sizes of grating lines (fabricated in the plane perpendicular to the major axis of voxel) and pillars (fabricated in the plane along the major axis of voxel) depending on relative laser focus positions are respectively investigated. As a result, grating lines with a minimum width of 78 nm and pillars with the diameter of 110 nm are realized. In addition, the proposed structure with an area size of 20×20 *μ*m, a periodic distance of 200 nm, and a gap size of 65 nm is demonstrated by separately fabricating grating lines and pillars. Fig. 1Schematic illustration of the proposed periodic structure. The periodic distance between adjacent features is represented by *PD*

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Fabrication Method {#Sec3}
------------------

The structures presented in this paper were fabricated using two-photon polymerization. A schematic illustration of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. This 2PP fabrication system, which is also available commercially \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\], is able to coordinate all axis simultaneously and reach the velocity over the full travel range without stepping and stitching at a speed of up to 50 mm/s. A linear polarized femtosecond laser with a frequency doubled output at 513 nm, a pulse width of 60 fs and a repetition rate of 76 MHz is used. Laser power is controlled by a half wave plate and a polarizing beam splitter cube. Highly accurate air-bearing translation stages with a travel range of 15 cm are employed as well. A CCD camera is mounted for online monitoring. The polymerization process can be monitored by a CCD camera due to the refractive index variation of photoresist induced by the polymerization. The sample consists of a droplet of photosensitive material on the glass substrate, which is fixed to the translation stage with photoresist on the bottom side. Laser beam is focused into the photoresist by a 100 × oil immersion microscope objective with a high numerical aperture (NA) of 1.4. Fig. 2Schematic diagram of 2PP fabrication system

Materials {#Sec4}
---------

The performance of different photoresists in structure fabrication can be diverse due to their own unique chemical compositions and physical properties. In this work, photoresists called sol-gel organic-inorganic Zr-hybrid material \[[@CR27]\] and E-shell 300 (Envisiontec) are applied respectively for the structuring. Zr-hybrid material is a high-viscosity zirconium-based sol-gel organic-inorganic hybrid polymer which is well known for its low shrinkage and high stability for 2PP fabrication. The preparation procedures and other optical properties of this photoresist can be found in ref \[[@CR27]\]. E-shell 300 is a dimethacrylate-based liquid photoresist with a viscosity of 339.8 MP a·s. It can be used for 3D printing and fabrication of hearing aid and medical devices, as well as structures with high resolution, strength, stiffness, and chemical resistance.

Results and Discussion {#Sec5}
======================

The processing parameters play an important role in determining the feature sizes of structures. Among them, laser intensity is one parameter that is able to effectively influence the structure formation and can be controlled accurately and conveniently. This parameter can be obtained using the formula given in ref \[[@CR28]\] $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *P* represents the average laser power \[[@CR4], [@CR28]\], *T* the transmission coefficient of the objective/system (*T*=15*%* \[[@CR4]\]), *M*^2^ the beam quality with *M*^2^=1.1, *f* the repetition rate, *τ* the pulse duration, and *w*~0~ the spot radius with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\frac {P}{f\tau }$\end{document}$ indicate the energy per pulse and average power per pulse, respectively. The intensity unit kW/ *μ*m^2^ is used instead of TW/cm^2^ (1 TW/cm ^2^=10 kW/ *μ*m^2^) for the purpose of straightforward displaying how much power is really focused in the spot area, which also has a range at microscale ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\pi w_{0}^{2} \approx 0.16$\end{document}$ *μ*m^2^). Here, an investigation about the effect of laser intensity on single line dimensions was carried out. Both Zr-hybrid material and E-shell 300 were applied for the study. The line width and height made of both materials with respect to the laser intensity *I* is shown respectively in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a (Zr-hybrid material) and Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b (E-shell 300). A speed of 7 *μ*m/s was used for the fabrication. The laser intensity *I* is in the range 0.67--0.78 kW/ *μ*m^2^ (with a corresponding laser power range 1.44--1.69 mW) for Zr-hybrid material and 0.78--1.02 kW/ *μ*m^2^ (laser power range 1.69--2.20 mW) for E-shell 300. It can be seen that the feature sizes (both diameter and height) go up with the increase of laser intensity. In the case of Zr-hybrid material (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a), with the laser intensity of approximately 0.67 kW/ *μ*m^2^, the lateral dimension of a voxel can be reduced to around 115 nm, which is below the diffraction limit (the diffraction limit $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\frac {\lambda }{2NA}=185$\end{document}$ nm). It can also be calculated that the aspect ratio (height to width) is in the range 2.5--4. For E-shell 300 (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b), a line width of 178 nm was realized when laser intensity was 0.78 kW/ *μ*m^2^. This feature dimension is below the diffraction limit (185 nm). Based on the above investigation, it can be concluded that the feature sizes are effectively influenced by the applied laser intensity. A smaller feature size can be realized by reducing the laser intensity. Fig. 3Line dimensions versus the laser intensity *I*. The speed used for the structuring is 7 *μ*m/s. The red and blue lines are linear fit results of voxel width and height, respectively. **a** The width and height of a single line made of Zr-hybrid material. **b** The width and height of a single line made of E-shell 300

Influence of Different Materials on the Structure Formation by 2PP {#Sec6}
------------------------------------------------------------------

For the investigation on the impact of materials on structure formation, various periodic grating lines were fabricated using the materials introduced in "[Materials](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}" section. A writing speed of 7 *μ*m/s was applied. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a and b are respectively the SEM images of periodic grating lines made of Zr-hybrid material and E-shell 300 with the periodic distance (*PD*, illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) of 1 *μ*m. Laser intensity applied for the fabrication was 1.25 kW/ *μ*m^2^ (corresponding to laser power 2.7 mW) for Zr-hybrid material and 1.02 kW/ *μ*m^2^ (corresponding to laser power 2.2 mW) for E-shell 300. It can be seen that the grating lines made of both materials are smooth. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}c and d indicate the SEM images of periodic grating lines made of Zr-hybrid material and E-shell 300 with *PD*=400 nm, respectively. With the decrease of periodic distance, laser intensity used for the fabrication is reduced as well in order to achieve high resolution and simultaneously avoid overpolymerization inside the space between adjacent features. In this investigation, laser intensity of 0.69 kW/ *μ*m^2^ was applied for the fabrication with both materials. With the reduced *PD*, the grating lines made of Zr-hybrid material are grainy (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}c), while that made of E-shell 300 have less roughness (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}d). The graininess of grating lines made of Zr-hybrid material might result from an unstable polymerization, which happens due to the proximity of reduced laser power to the polymerization threshold of the material. This comparison reveals that E-shell 300 is more suitable for the fabrication of structures with a nanoscale periodic distance. In addition, all of the structures observed by SEM are deposited with a 20-nm-thick gold layer. Fig. 4SEM images of grating lines fabricated with different materials. The speed for the fabrication is 7 *μ*m/s. **a** Material: Zr-hybrid material; *PD*=1 *μ*m; Laser intensity: 1.25 kW/ *μ*m^2^. **b** Material: E-shell 300; *PD*=1 *μ*m; Laser intensity: 1.02 kW/ *μ*m^2^. **c** Material: Zr-hybrid material; *PD*=400 nm; Laser intensity: 0.69 kW/ *μ*m^2^. **d** Material: E-shell 300; *PD*=400 nm; Laser intensity: 0.69 kW/ *μ*m^2^

Investigation of Structure Formation with Respect to the Laser Focus Position {#Sec7}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To place the nanostructures on the surface of the glass substrate, the laser beam has to be focused at the substrate/photoresist interface during the 2PP process. Thus, only part of the voxel is able to initiate the polymerization of photoresist. The other part of the voxel is in glass substrate to ensure the adhesion of structures. Since the voxel geometry is elliptical, a variation of its cross-section size exists along the major axis. In high-resolution micro- and nanofabrication, the variation of voxel cross-section size at the interface of substrate and photoresist is of much concern in affecting the structure formation as well as its feature size.

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} is a schematic illustration of laser focus adjustment along *z* direction. The position at the interface between the photoresist and the substrate is defined as a reference focus position *z*~0~ (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a). Since photoresist droplet is on the bottom side of the glass substrate, laser focus spot moves down from the reference position *z*~0~ into the photoresist. The distance between the current laser focus position *z* and the reference position *z*~0~ is represented by Δ*z*=∣*z*−*z*~0~∣. The region indicated with dark green color in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b and c represents the laser focus region inside the photoresist, which enables the polymerization with light intensity above the polymerization threshold. Different feature sizes can be realized by placing laser focus at different *z* positions. Feature size *w* is characterized by the average full width half maximum (FWHM, Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}c) of the features that are fabricated at the same *z* position in one array. Fig. 5Illustration of the variation of laser focus position along *z* direction

Periodic grating lines fabricated with different laser focus positions were obtained as presented in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The periodic distance (*PD*) between grating lines is 1 *μ*m. With this close *PD*, the adjacent features begin to connect to each other through extra polymerization in the gap region when laser is focused with *Δz*=500 nm (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a). The clusters out of the grating lines result from additional polymerization. During the 2PP process, free radicals are generated through the laser-induced bond cleavage in the photoinitiator molecules. Those radicals are accumulated in the small gaps between the adjacent features, which results in the increase of the radical concentration. This high radical concentration can exceed the polymerization threshold and thus lead to undesired polymerization. Moreover, an unstable adhesion of polymerized structures to the substrate can also be resulted. In this case, the structures can be easily washed away during the development process. When the focus of laser beam is more inside the substrate, less photoresist is polymerized. As presented in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b, grating lines with the width of 78 nm was achieved in this case. However, weak visibility of the structure can also be seen. Therefore, it is of great importance to have a proper laser focus position during the polymerization process not only for a higher resolution but also for a better adhesion of structure to the substrate. Fig. 6The influence of laser focus positions on structure formation. Material: E-shell 300. **a** Vertical grating lines fabricated with laser focus more inside the photoresist. The laser intensity for fabrication *I*=0.71 kW/ *μ*m^2^ (corresponding to laser power 1.55 mW), the relative laser focus distance *Δz*=500 nm. Extra polymerization between the features is generated, and the adjacent features are connected. **b** Vertical grating lines fabricated with laser focus more inside the substrate. The laser intensity for fabrication *I*=0.65 kW/ *μ*m^2^ (corresponding to laser power 1.4 mW), the relative laser focus position *Δz*=0 nm

As to the influence of laser focus position on the feature sizes, an investigation of its effect on the grating lines that are fabricated in the *x*−*y* plane was conducted. By increasing the relative distance Δ*z*, grating lines fabricated under different laser focus positions were obtained. The measured width of grating lines *w*~*l*~ depending on the relative laser focus positions is plotted as the dots presented in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a. Laser intensity used for the fabrication is 0.85 kW/ *μ*m^2^ (corresponding to laser power 1.84 mW). The red curve indicates an elliptical fit result in which the major axis is consistent with *z* axis. The corresponding ellipse was reconstructed (see the lower right corner of Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a) using the elliptical formula $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\left (\frac {x}{a}\right)^{2}+\left (\frac {400-y}{b}\right)^{2}=1$\end{document}$, where (400,0) is the center of the ellipse, *b*=90 is the semi-minor axis, *a*=5.65*b* is the semi-major axis, *x* represents the relative distance Δ*z* along the major axis, and *y* represents half of the focus size *L* which is along the minor axis. The result reveals that the line width follows with the laser focus cross-section size which changes along the major axis of the voxel elliptical geometry. When the relative position Δ*z*=50 nm, grating lines with a feature size of *w*~*l*~=130 nm were realized (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}b). Additionally, by reducing the laser intensity, grating lines with *w*~*l*~=100 nm were obtained at the same laser focus position as presented in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}c. Fig. 7Grating lines fabricated at the *x*−*y* plane with respect to different relative laser focus distance Δ*z*. Material: E-shell 300. A writing speed of 7 *μ*m/s was applied. **a** Measured line width and fitted curve with respect to different Δ*z*. The figure in the lower right corner is a reconstruction of the ellipse corresponding to the fitted line. **b** Grating lines fabricated with the laser intensity of *I*=0.85 kW/ *μ*m^2^ (with the laser power *P*=1.84 mW). The relative laser focus distance is Δ*z*=50 nm. **c** Grating lines fabricated with the laser intensity of *I*=0.78 kW/ *μ*m^2^ (with the laser power *P*=1.69 mW). The relative laser focus distance is Δ*z*=50 nm

The influence of laser focus position on the feature sizes of pillars was also investigated. The pillars are realized by moving the focal spot orthogonally to the substrate plane, which is in the plane of the major axis of voxel (*x*−*z* or *y*−*z* plane). A single pillar was fabricated by moving the laser beam along *z* direction with a distance of 1 *μ*m. Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}a is the SEM image of pillars manufactured with different laser intensity and relative distances Δ*z*. The distance between the centers of adjacent pillars is 400 nm along *x* direction and 500 nm along *y* direction. Laser intensity was increased from the left to the right with a step of approximately 0.23 kW/ *μ*m^2^ (corresponding to laser power 0.5 mW). The relative distance between the laser focus position *z* and the reference position *z*~0~ was increased from the bottom to the top along the vertical direction. Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}b shows measured pillar diameters *w*~*p*~ regarding the laser intensity and the relative distance Δ*z*. The diameter of a pillar *w*~*p*~ is obtained by measuring its FWHM. The laser intensity is in the range 0.74--0.96 kW/ *μ*m^2^. It can be observed that *w*~*p*~ is reduced with the decrease of both Δ*z* and the laser intensity. When Δ*z*=150 nm, a pillar with the diameter of *w*~*p*~≈110 nm was achieved with a relatively large laser intensity range (0.74--0.81 kW/ *μ*m^2^). And there is also a relatively stable window for the pillar sizes when an array of pillars is fabricated as presented in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}c--d, which is the SEM images of a pillar array fabricated with the laser intensity of *I*=0.74 kW/ *μ*m^2^ and a relative distance of Δ*z*=300 nm. The aspect ratio of the pillar is around 2. It indicates that the reproducibility of pillar performs very well. Fig. 8Pillar arrays fabricated with different laser intensity and laser focus relative distance Δ*z*. Material: E-shell 300. **a** SEM image of pillars fabricated with different laser intensity and relative laser focus positions. **b** Measured pillars diameter *w*~*p*~ with respect to the laser intensity *I* and the relative distance Δ*z*. Laser intensity is respectively 0.74 kW/ *μ*m^2^, 0.81 kW/ *μ*m^2^, 0.90 kW/ *μ*m^2^, and 0.96 kW/ *μ*m^2^ with the correspondence of laser power 1.59 mW, 1.75 mW, 1.94 mW, and 2.07 mW. **c** Top view of the pillar array. **d** SEM image of the pillar array viewed with 45 ^∘^

Fabrication of Periodic Structures with the Feature Sizes and Gap Size Below the Diffraction Limit {#Sec8}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the respective investigations on the feature sizes of periodic grating lines (fabricated at *x*−*y* plane) and pillars, the proposed high-resolution periodic structure composed of grating lines and pillars was fabricated. Its size is 20×20 *μ*m with a periodic distance of 200 nm between the center of the grating line and the pillar. In this work, the strategy of achieving high-resolution structures with a periodic distance of 200 nm by separately fabricating grating lines and pillars is put forward. In this case, the periodic distance *PD* between adjacent grating lines and adjacent pillars is 400 nm. During the polymerization process, a larger gap region exists between the features when grating lines and pillars are fabricated separately. This temporarily broaden gap region enables to reduce the accumulation of radicals, which might lead to the undesired polymerization in the gap region. It has to be noted that the laser focus position also has to be adjusted during the fabrication process. Structures fabricated with improper laser focus position are presented in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}a and b. It can be seen that the lines and pillars are connected when the laser focus is too much inside the photoresist. Figure [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}c--f are the SEM images of structures with well-positioned laser focus \[[@CR23]\]. By placing the laser focus position properly and utilizing the fabrication strategy provided above, a structure with dimensions below the diffraction limit (a line width of 110 nm, a pillar diameter of 135 nm and a gap size of 65 nm) was realized as shown in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}e. Fig. 9SEM images of 2PP fabricated periodic structure with *PD*=200 nm. Material: E-shell 300. Intensity used for the fabrication of grating lines: *I*=0.83 kW/ *μ*m^2^; pillars: *I*=0.6 kW/ *μ*m^2^. The relative laser focus distance for fabrication of grating lines and pillars is 300 nm. **a**--**b** Periodic structures fabricated with laser focus position setting inside the photoresist. **c**--**d** SEM images of periodic structures with proper laser focus position. **e** Top view of the structure fabricated with proper laser focus position. **f** SEM image of the whole array

Conclusion {#Sec9}
==========

In conclusion, we compared the influence of different photoresists and processing parameters on the structure formation and presented the way of improving the spatial resolution and reducing the gap size between adjacent features by controlling the laser focus position along *z* direction. E-shell 300 was experimentally proved to be a more suitable material for the fabrication of structures with a spatial resolution less than 200 nm. We also succeeded to achieve a periodic structure with the gap size of 65 nm and the feature size of 110 nm. The sizes are far below the Abbe diffraction limit. The further investigation on the optical performance (e.g., signal enhancement of optical images) of this high-resolution structure will be attractive.
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